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A Lattice Model of Space
The following is thefOJn1h tlndjiMl plIpe1' in the tluthor's
four-ptn1 series in the Phoenix (see previous issuesfor
thefint three). In it, he summm"izes the btl.sic iIletlS in
the etlmer plIpen tlnd describes the evolution ofhis
model. developed over the ptUt ten yetl1'S. which pemtiu
interaction ofthe plrysictll workl with mind tlnd spirit. (l$
OCCll1'S in Vtlrious kinds ofpsi phenome1UL It is btl.sed on
the e:dstence ofsplices ofhigher dimensions beyond the
commonly tlccepted three-dimensicnud physicDl SpGCe
plus the added dimension oftime. The remtlr1tlble
plItentUUity ofsimply tldding tl dimension (e. g•• thus
up/tlining mtlteritJliZlltion tlnd demtlterilllizJltion of
objects) is illustrated by describing the limited percep
tion ofd:immmugs confined to the two-dimensicnud
surface oftl pond in tl three-dimensiorud world (our own
point ofview).
The mechanismsfor interaction between the new
splices envisioned tlre described.. invobillg prapllgation
velocities much gretlter than that oflight but penetrating
the interface at the speed oflight. A iJJttice st'nlctrlre in
the splices is postuiJJted which qJIIJntifies the interactions
between them. These interactions tlre discussed in terms
ofspocefrequency reiJJtions, cnudogous to those govern
ing the phenomenon ofholography in the mtlteruuuation
oflight imagesjrom infomw.tion on tl photographic p/tlte.
The po$&ibility ofillterprettltion ofpsychic effects. rein
Ctlmation tlnd rekzted phenomeNl by metlns ofthis model
is discussed in dettliL

There are really two ways in which one can approach this
business of construc:tiDga model of ESP phenomena.
One of these. which most scientists in the wotId are
following. is to take conventional physics and ateDd it to
its farthest·reaching limits and use that as a rational
basis for the phenomena. The other approach is the one
that J am following: it is based upon saying that the
paradigm under which we presently operate is just not
big enough-we have to mate it rich enough to be able to
ezpress all the phenomena we see, both the conventional
and the unconventional
J think it will be useful to review some aspects of my
present model of the universe. which has grown
intuitively over the last ten or twelve years, particularly
during the last siz. The model has three steps that are
worth sharing, each step getting successively more
specific and pmtictive, which is the way intuition does
flower within us. The first intuitive picture we get is that
of a vague lump of clay and. as we massage it. it takes
form and shape and the details become sharper and
sharper. I have found in the past that whenever] would
get an idea in my conventional work and immediately
project it as the ultimate answer, there would be
elements of truth in it but it would not really be totally
correct. If one allows the intuition to massage it a little
longer, one often finds that the picture comes out looking
somewhat similar but the empbasis may be quite
different. The present idea has been a.long time coming
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a learning experience. Mind created. or imbedded within
itself. two interpenetrating conjugate frames of reference
in the universe which I call the positive space/time frame
and the negative space/time frame. Springing from
these is substance. Substance. which we think of most
strongly at the chemical level of materialization. takes on
various structural forms and those structural forms have
function. So that is the present picture ofthe multi
dimensional aspects ofthe universe.
Figure 2 is the kind of picture we might come up
with if we wanted to represent seven dimensions of
radiation. seven different kinds of substance. We would
plot the intensity of radiation from a material and obtain
a graph. something like this. showing the spectral
distribution of identifiable material versus the frequency.
The first lobe associated with physical substance could
represent, just as an ezample, the response of a crystal to
light offrequencies ranging from the ultraviolet to the
infrared.
This figure illustrates my initial model of the
seven-dimensional nature of man. Basically. 1 think that
there is an indestructible part of us and a temporal part.
The seven levels of the model are: spirit; three levels of
mind (instinctive mind. intellectual mind, and spiritual
mind which loosely relate to three sections of the brain:
the root brain, the left and right lobes, and the frontal
IobeS)i etberic substance; physical substance (these
latter two concepts come from the theosophical
viewpoint); and the astral level. a transitional domain in
which our Being is contained between investments in the
physical realm of consciousness, which I call the
simulato, of life. The last concept is usually known as
"reincarnation." Basically. there can be energy

and it is not completely finished yet, but it is starting to
tate a satisfying shape.
In what is to follow, we shall briefly review the first
two steps of modeling and then we shall develop the third
level of modeling. Many new concepts will need to be
introduced to demonstrate how the third level of model
ing ties things together.

FInt bIveI of ModeUaa
The first level of modeling really developed during the
time span from 1965 to 1970 and had its fruition in 1970
or 1971. It began with my becoming aware ofthe Yogic
teaching that there are seven principles operating in
man; I thought that perhaps this means that there are
seven substances functioning in the universe, each with
its uftique set oflaws, and that they function in different
frames of reference in the universe and form all of the
universe-our bodies and everything around us. H this is
true. there should be radiations from them, so perhaps
this is the origin of the various auras the clairvoyants see.
That seemed like a suitable mental picture, so I worked
ahead on it. The way in which it is expressed, or I chose
to express it at that time. was the way in which we would
express an intensity distribution of radiation coming
from any kind of material (9).
Figure 1 is a different way of illustrating the
multidimensional aspects of the universe. Basically. if we
start at the lower right. witl! the Divine. this equation
says that we are essentially elements of Spirit. multi
plexed in the Divine, and that the Spirit. in order to
have a mechanism for expel.iencing, has imbedded
within it Mind. Mind is the builder and, in order to have
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interactions between these different levels so that. if you
perturb the system at one level, a ratchet effect can cause
energy trains to travel to different dimensioDs of this set
and one can experience phenomena developing at
different locations of the set.

Figure 3 is another way of looking at this, and is a
somewhat simpler view in terms of the bodyI soul aspect.
The dilemma is that people have come to think that the
soul really is the body and that is what medic:i.ae
treats (t 2). I prefer to think that this is the Being. the
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indestructible part. and it has invested itself in the
physical as a simulator of life-a simulator for experience
(13). This relates to the shadow world that Dr. Puryear has
DOted (6). Again there is a transitional domain which
contains the umbilical cords that transfer the energy
from the Being to the vehicle-the car that we
drive-and it is our emotional structure that provides the
linkage between these two. When we have experiences
at the soul level, we react at the body level. creating
thoughts and attitudes which are at the nonphysical level
and these build patterns at the mental level that create a
new set of events to occur in the physical frame. So. in
essence, we are living in a simulator and we are always
reprogramming the next reel of the simulator. This
reprogramming is done through our thoughts and
attitudes. so we create our own future and we are
adaptive to that creation. as are the things around us (10).
Out of this model comes understanding, perhaps. of
bow one might have precognition. That is, if we have an
event at the mental level ofthe universe. it would send
forth a set of conditions that would flow towards a
manifestation in the negative space/time frame and.
later, reach materialization in the positive space/time
frame. And because things travel so fast in negative
space/time, they reach a confluence or coherence much
earlier there than they do in the positive space/time
frame. So if someone has the sensory capacity to view
this negative space/time frame, he sees events in a way
that we might call precognitive; that is, these events
dOD't occur to ou! normal eyesight until some time later.
This sugge:rts that the future and the present really
but in different frames ofreference ofthe
UDiverse (J 0).

coem

The foregoing was the first rtage in the construction of
my model. The second stage developed from about 1971
to 1974. Table 1 represents some characteristics of
physical and etberic substance that were first presented
some time ago (11. 12). Basically, the point is that at the
physical substance level, which operates in positive
space/time, atoms and molecules are formed by partic:les
that are ofan electrical nature. Everything here goes
slower than light and there is a gravitational force. This
level has a variety of other characteristics (11). On the
right side of the diagram, representing etberic substance
operating in the negative space/time frame. we have a
magnetic substance that forms atoms and molecules. The
magneto-electric energy travels at a rate up to ten billion
times the velocity of light (this is because of a symmetry
relationship) and. among a variety of other features.
there is a force analogous to gravitation, but it is a
Jevitational force. This correspondence occurs between
these two types of substance because of the Mirror
Principle operating between these two frames (11).
Now one doesn't expect things that travel faster
than light to interact with things that travel slower than
light. So 1 invented a third substance. consisting of what I
call deltrans. which are a higher dimensional bridging
substance and which have no spin and no charge. (They
do have mass but they are very light.) They are like a
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fluid that can go faster than light or slower than light, so
they can couple with substance in both the positive and
negative space/time frames and allow an energy transfer
between the two. Thus. in the interactions between these
two levels, what we are actually seeing at the physical
level is an effect of deltrons being stimulated from the
negative space/time level and influencing the positive
space/time level. More will be said about the deltrons
later.
As indicated earlier (11). there is a way in which one
can see how this functions in terms Of rationalizing
materialization and dematerialization. One can plot the
energy of a particle versus its velocity with the line .t
v=c representing the velocity ofligbt. as in Fig. 4. and
one can accelerate the particle up towards the velocity of
light. Einsteinian physics says that the energy should go
up to infinity. and you can't do better than that. My
feeling is that this is just another mathematically
singular point in nature. and we have all kinds of them.
Our common experience with such singularities is that
things go up the one lobe and then they suddenly tunnel
through and come out on the other mathematical lobe. I
think that this is what happens when a particle gets to
within a tenth of a percent or closer to the velocity of
light. It has a possibility of tunneling through. of
changing its basic coherence and changing to a negative
mass, a negative energy state particle; i.e.• low potential

its own kind, forming atoms, molecules. worlds. people.
etc. Likewise, the negative (the opposite polarity) is
characterized by magnetic stuff going faster than light. It
is negative in energy. negative in mass, and it also
interacts with its own kind-forming atoms, molecules.
worlds and people. The interesting thing is that the sum
of the two energies is still zero, and the sum of the two
entropies is still zero.
The point. to go back to what Dr. Puryear noted (6),
is that this is the world of appearances; this is the world
of form. It is not absolute. but out of that nothing we've
created a tremendous classroom, a tremendous
simulator. Because the two frames are polar opposites in
the universe. their creation has not cost the universe
anything in net, and they are imbedded in the mental
frame so that the things happening at the mental level. of
course, influence this world ofform that sprang out of

ud high kinetic energy are converted to high potential
and negative kinetic energy. That is the key aspect in this
explanation. Thus, with this kind of model. one can
rationalize materialization and dematerialization as well
as psychokinesis, which depends upon levitation. One
can also rationalize things having to do with healing.
which relates to coherence of energy patterns (6). One
cannot rationalize remote viewing so well. That comes at
the next level of modeling.
To see how this picture tits together. let us consider
the mind level in the universe; just think of it as empty
space. Imagine a fluctuation occurring within this empty
space. The fluctuation produces two polar opposites. Out
of uotbiua comes nothing but now it is in two parts, one
being ofone polar character and the other being ofthe
opposite polar character. The one polar character
happens to be electrical in nature, and has positive mass
and positive energy. That electrical stuff interacts with

itself.
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about ten bUUon times the velocity ofllght. All events
taking place in the etheric domain would occur between
the two conical surfaces.
Now, let us carry that picture forward to include the
whole set of the multidimensional aspects of the universe
ud we CUl alter the coordinate scales so as to have room
. for all the information in one spread-out plot. The
physical light cone is now the upper. inner cone in Fig. 6.
Out physical uperience pbase occurs in there. The
etherlc experience phase is ~een the second cone ud
the nen, which occurs -10 times faster thu the
physical events. Nezt is the first level of the mind and its
light cone determines the experience pbase at that level.
We CUl JO on through the remaining levels in the same
way. We CUl see that as we come down closer ud closer
to the di.stance uis, the velocity of the signal that is

Now I want to discuss the kinds of things that
relativistic theorists talk about because there is a point I
want to get to that needs that kind of construction. This
relates to the modeling of Mintowsky space 1 and it
involves plotting the time dimension and the space
dimension as vectors, perpendicularly, as in Fig. S. On
the graph. there is a cone cal1ed the light cone and the
area inside the cone below the uis represents the past.
The point where the edges cross is the present ud the
upper area is the future. III accordance with the
conventional Einsteinian view. everything goes slower
thu the velocity of light so that light events take place
along the edges of the con~. That is in the physical
domain. The etheric domain would go between the imler
cone ud uother cone with its surface dowu neat the
horizontal uis, because the magnetoelectric velocity is
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'I1drd Level of MocIeUaa
Now let us move towards the third level of modeling.
Basically, as stated earlier, the Spirit is a multiplexed
element of the Divine aDd imbedded within the Spirit is
Mind. Mind is a mechanism for ezperiencing by the
Spirit and, in my modeling, space is the frame of
reference wherein Mind functions. Space is thought to be
a lattice rather than a cootiDuum; in fact, it is a
sb:-dimensionallattice. Although with our physical
ae:DSeS we perceive ouJy a three-dimensional Euclidean .
space, I am suggesting that there is reaDy a sb:-dimen
Jional Euclidean space. ObYiouly, much of it we cannot,
as yet, perceive.
Although our .pace frame is sb:-dimensional, I can
ouJy describe things in a three-dimensional way because
that is where the analogues are. We must remember
that, although this will be a three-dimensional
description, v.ltimately the higher qualities of man
fanction at the higher levels in higher dimensions. To
how difficult it will be to find the proper
description aDd why I am describing it in this fashion, I
WaDt to use aD aoalogy which I cal1 myakimmerbu,
M4loI/Y.
Imagine a pond in wbich there are UttIe
U:i.mmerbugs skimming across the pond. • You will recall
that they have a UttIe body and many long legs, aDd
resemble Abbott'. FlatIaDders (I ). You have a .kimmerbug
skimming across the pond and you put your leg into the
pond. To the U:i.mmerbug, that is a materialization
event. You tate your leg out of the pond aDd, to the
U:i.mmerbug, that is a dematerialization event. If you
tbiDk about the number of ways in which your three
dimensional phenomena can penetrate his two-dimen
Iional perception of space, you beam to realize how
difficult it will ever be for the sdence of U:i.mmerbugdom
to be able to produce a proper scientific uplanation of
the phenomena at that level of perception. The problem
II that one's sdence is limited to the level of operational
perception.
That is ping to be our problem as
The higher
qualities of mao function in aD: dimensions, I believe. We
see their three-dimensional projections aDd spinoffs, but
we do DOt function c:ohereDtly enough in those higher
dimensioD&lities to be able to write the mathematics and
physics of them: and until we evolve to that sensory
capacity in a common aperience frame, we woa't truly
1IDc:Ierstaod it. But we can deal with analoBies and make
correJatioDs. We can Jet hints; we can eke insights out of
the system. We can do a variety of usefuJ things but, bl
the ultimate analysis, we're DOt reaDy SOblg to DaiI down
those levels of reality. We're still dealiDg with lOmetmng
that is DOt ablolute. We are reaDy dealiDl with the
simulator level of thiDkinl: however, we can imaPe the
bridges between that aDd reality.
Now, I want to Jive yoU lOme additional coocepts.
One coocept aDswers the question, What is a crystal
lattice? The second, What is diffraction? The third, What
is meant by a direct lattice aDd a reciprocal lattice? And
the fourth, What are enl=flY baDds? Then I want to use
these concepts to uplain what the new level of modeling
is about.

mustrate

FIpre 6-ModIDed "upt-Coae" ...,....cadGa to
muerate the varioas cIoaudDs of Hhtle expedeaee ItIlCl
pereepdoa.

being transferred in each domain is getting hiaher aDd
higher and higher: each step is _1010 times the one
before. Thus, we can see that as we go towards the
x-axis, we are going towards infinite velocity. 10 we
approach a condition in which we can be everywhere in
no time, which meaDS we are approaching om"ipn,fmCe.
So this type of model allows within its framework the
characteristic of omnipresence. This, at least. suggests
that we're on the right kind oftr&ct for rationalizing
many ofthose things that we all feel within ourselves but
haven't yet been able to fit into a specific picture. That's
the present picture at the second level of our modeling.

wen.

• See Page 48
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Concepts
(II) Crystllis: FU'St, let us coDsider crystals. Most of those
beautiful stones that some of us wear as jewels are, by
and large, crystals. The crystals are made from a regular
arraDgemeDt of atoms placed periodically in space.
Starting from a giveD atom, you can go some unit
distance in one directiOD and come to another atom.
Continue in the same direction for a multiple of unit
distances and you will always find an atom. For some
lattices, if you go the same distance in a perpendicular
direction, you also find an atom. In the other perpeD
dicular directiOD, traveling the same unit distance, you
reach another atom. This arrangement of atoms forms a
geometrical pattern. DiffereDt crystals have differeDt
geometrical patterns and some of them have certain
atoms in between the others. This orderly arrangemeDt
of atoms is called a lattice, as illustrated in Fig. 7. In a
normal crystal, the spacing betweeD atoms is OD the
order of angstroms (ODe angstrom is teD-oDe billioDths of
a centimeter). Let us visualize a 1 mm crystal lattice in
whic:h the atomic elemeDts are expanded to be spaced

one foot apart-one foot up and down, ODe foot to either
side, and ODe foot forward and backward. Tbis would be
a simple cubic: lattice. You can imagine yourself sitting in
that lattice. Now, if we were to keep that sc:ale of the
atoms being ODe foot apart, and if we wanted the 1 mm
crystal to fit entirely within a room, the room would have
to be something OD the order of a few thousand miles
IoDg and a thousand miles wide and high. That's the kind
of dimensionality sc:ale that we Deed to think of wheD
IIC&ling up a millimeter crystal.
I've explained this modell)f a lattice to you Mcau~ I
want you to think that space can be that way. That is,
there can be a periodic: element in the space at a very
refined level and at coarser and coarser levels, and your
body can move around within this lattice without
necessarily reacting to/with it. The nodal points of this
space lattice are not atoms: they're something else-I
doD't bow what. At the moment, let us just caU them
nodal points, but they can have a UDique character. I
doD't want to get into too much detail because it just gets
too cUfticult to hold all the facts together-all the
postulated facts and all the speculation.

FIpre 7-Represeatadoa of a poIDt lattice.
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(b)Dijfraction: Next, Iwantto say something about
diffraction. Suppose we shine a beam of x-rays into an
atomic lattice. The beam of x-rays interacts with the
electrons in the atoms and causes new wavelets of
electromagnetic radiation to move out into the
surrounding space. At certain orientations, the wavelets
add up and superpose, producing a strong signal; at
other orientations they cancel each other out. There is a
tremendous amount of information in that diffraction
pattern, illustrated in Fig. 8. That's what we want to get
at since much of our physics is based strongly on
diffraction phenomena. Everything at this level is
pattern. All the patterns are made from the superposition
of waves and in aD wave motion one of the key aspects is
diffraction.
What is diffraction? Diffraction comes about when
energy wavelets strike an atom. They reaDy interact with
the atom, causing it to move about and get excited, and
the atom then sends out electromagnetic waves. Figure 8
shows a wave coming from the first row of atoms. Frnm
the next row of atoms, we have another wave, but it has
shifted into a different phase than the wave from the first
.row of atoms because the length of the path it has had to
travel is different. Likewise, the wave from the next row

of atoms is also shifted in phase. And so, because the
different path lengths of the light, or radiation, cause the
waves from the various rows of atoms to be in different
phases, these waves can either add to each other or
cancel one another out depending on how their phases
match up with each other. So ifyou took a sensor and
moved it in an arc, scanning the total superposition of
waves at a particular location that came from these rows
of atoms, at certain angles, you would let radiation of
tremendous intensity. Then, you would come to a region
where there was basically no inteDSity, and then another
short region with lots of intensity, and another area of no
intensity, and soon. The order ofthe ratio of the
different intensities can be something like 1020, so these
are huge differences in intensity.
0Dce ..ain, what you find is the beam of energy
cominl in (Fig. 8) and emting the atoms so that they
send out their little wavelets. Ifyou were to look at this in
the straipt.throulh direction. you would see the
IRlperposition of these wavelets producinl radiation of
areat intensity. As you moved off to laraer anlles in a
lateral direc:ti.on, you would come to a region where the
waves cancel each other out and you would see basically
DOthin... But as you moved farther, you would ..ain
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reach a place where you would find that the
superposition there is cooperative and one would find the
first order of diffraction. And as you increased your angle
again, you would move through another low-intensity
region and eventually get to another angle where there
would be constructive interference between the wavelet
from each atom and the one Den to it. Now, though,
instead of there being only a single wave length· s
difference between the phases of the two wavelets. which
leads to the first order of diffraction, there is a difference
of two wavelengths; but the wavelets still can add up and
you can get the second order of d.iffraction and so on.2
(c) RttdprocalLlttices: The Den concept we will consider
is the concept of reciprocal lattices. This is very
important in all of solid-state physics and crystallography.
According to my modeling. it turns out that the reciproeaJ
lattice is not just a concept, it is actual at the level of
space. Every lattice structure has a reciproeaJ structure
whk:h can be determined in this way: starting with a set
of planes in the original (direct) lattice, you tate a
perpendicular to that set of planes and, by going along
that perpendicular a distance inversely proportional to
the separation of the planes in the direct lattice, you
reach a point that can be called the reciproeaJ lattice
point for that set of planes. By doing this repeatedly, you
get a set of points along that line which are associated
with the reciproeaJ lattice. Other points arise from the
other planes of the direct lattice. With this kind of
modeling, it turns out that you get two lattices that
interpenetrate each other. For example, if we were to
start with a face-centered cubic as our direct lattice
(there are atoms in the corner positions, plus some in the
centers of the faces). it turns out that its reciproeaJ lattice
has active points (or nodal points) at the corners, but it
also has a nodal point in the center-rather than in the
centers of the faces; i.e., it is in the body center. So there
is a relationship between these two lattices: one is
face-centered-cubic and the other is body-c:entered-cubic
with a different unit cell size (see Fig. 9). In crystal
analysis, one lattice of each pair is real and the other is
just virtual, becoming a kind of mathematical space. I
don't want to get into the details of it other than to
express the idea that the spacing of each of these lattices
is the reciprocal of the other.
h turns out that when you have a di.stance space and
you have another space reciproeaJ to it. the reciprocal
space really is a frequency space. So these things are
more or less conjugates of each other. but one is di.stance
and the other is frequency .
Now. in terms of diffraction. what happens is that
when radiation is diffracted off the planes of a direct
lattice. the beam goes through the nodal points of the
reciprocal lattice. So these points are very important to
our understanding of diffraction. That is, for each
diffracticm beam, you get superposition only at one of
these points-the beam has to go through one of these
reciprocal lattice points.
One can expand this concept of the reciprocal lattice
to determine the reciprocal of anything at all. That is,
anything in the spatial pattero has a correlate which is a
frequency pattern. Now, for example, if you have a rod in
a direct space, it has a reciproc,a] which in frequency
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FIpre 9-Reprneotadon of a direct point latdce (face·
centered cable) and Ita redproeallaUlc:e (body-eeutered
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space is a disc: perpendicular to that rod. If you have a
plate in direct space, perpendieuJar to it. in reciprocal
space, is a rod. If you have, in direct space, a set of points
along a line, then the reciprocal space correlate is a set of
parallel planes. If you have a set of planes in cristal
space, then its correlate in reciprocal space is a set of
lines in a grid pattern. 'If you have waves in direct space,
this generates impulses in reciprocal space.
This reciproeaJ space, remember. is a frequency
space. It is not built upon distances but rather on
frequency as the unit of measurement. If you were to
determine the reciproeaJ of a short rod. you would find
that the frequency intensity or ampUtudeis quite spread

out. If it is a long rod, the frequency iDtensity distribution
becomes much narrower. Figure 10 shows how the
frequency pattern ofthe reciprocal of a square iD direct
space would look. The diffraction iDtensity oscillates bact
and forth between its highest amplitude and the zero
point in just this way.

Now let's look at another pair of correlates, as in
Fig. lIB. Here, we start with two holes and add a third, a
fourth and, finally, siz holes, thus forming a hexagon.
The diffraction pattern changes significantly from a
parallel array of ellipses to a series of hexagonal type
arrays with other iDformation penetrating the hexagonal
arid. Overall iD this figure, we can see (1) how increasing
the spacing between a pair of dots iDcreases the
frequency of perpendic:ular iDtersections of the basic riDg
pattern from one dot; (2) increasing the size of the dots
decreases the size ofthe segmented riDg pattern; (3)
rotating the orientation of the dots iD one direction
rotates the segmented riDg pattern iD the opposite
direction and (4) sq_ dots lead to rec:tanguIar rather
than circ:ular riDgs_
Figure 12 shows the diffractioD pattern of a set of
circular holes and when we come to the spiral holes of
Fig. 12b, we find a really interesting diffraction pattern.
Here we see mandalasl So ODe can see many interesting
correlations between the pattems In frequency space and
the structures in cUrect space.
Let us DOW thiDt ofthese conjugate patterns In
terms ofthe bodies we have at each level of the uaiverse.
Let us coDSider just two ofthem; i.e., that which is built
of stuff of the negative space/time frame and that which
is buDt of stuff of the positive space/time frame. Each is
a Fourier transform3 for the other. They are special
pattern correlates of each other. When one considers
how these patterns correspond to each other, ODe begins
to see that, when you focus mentally on ODe ofthese
bodies, you influence the structure ofthe other. and vice

versa.

FIpre lO-DIffractIon pattern for a sq_ dIIIphragm.
Note that: thli Dlare repreaeatalymetrlc&llDteDslty
oacm.dou III the two perpeudkular dInIetIoas.

I want to now show some iDteresting thiDgs about
lOme ofthese distance-frequency correlates. The
following figures show oue way of findiDg the reciprocal
of a particular set of poiDts iD direct space. We can tHe a
sheet of metal and drill a little hole in it. If we pus some
light through that hole, we can see its diffraction pattern
(5). The same thing can be done with two holes
producing a new pattern. When the holes are of di:f:ferent
lizes and di:f:ferent shapes, changes in the diffraction
patterns result, as you can see here iD Fig. 11a. The
diffraction patterns are circular in nature, but you can
see a unique structure develop. These are the frequency
patterns you would find in reciprocal space
corresponding to the light patterns in direct space.

The point that is important to DOte about reciprocal
space is that there is a connectivity between IOmething in
direct space and that which is in reciprocal space.
Reciprocal space is a frequency space but its scale is very
di:f:ferent from that of direct space in terms of magnitude.
We will see that this relates to the iaside of an iDdividuai
at one level being iD iDteractive communication with the
outside at another level.
(d) ElIfIf'gy btmds: Now let WI discuss energy bands. In a
crystal lattice we have atoms and, normally, we thiDt of
each atom as including all of the electroDS bound to it,
but when the atom is enclosed in a crystal, that is DOt 10.
Some ofthe outer electroDl can be released to become
waves that Dow through the lattice and tate on pattems
In the lattice. They will buDd wave packets 10 they can
travel. and they can travel throuah this lattice since they
have mobility. If we apply an eleetric field to certain
materials, we will find that they are very conductive
because the electroDl can flow. Other materials are very
aonconductive; they are iDSulators because their
electroDS CIDJlot Dow and the re&SOD they CIDJlot Dow is
related to the structure of their eDerJY bands.
I will DOt try to ezplaiD what these eDerIY bands are.
When we calculate and construct a graph of the energy of
a wave versUI the wave number, wbicb is an expression
ofthe wave frequency (one ofour ues represents the
reciprocal of the distance. 10 this graph is actually beiDg
plotted iD reciprocal space), we get a kind of parabolic
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relationship, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Because there is
diffraction of the electrons in the lattice. it turns out that.
in a certain area of the curve. there is a gap developed
representing a region where electron waves are not
possible. And then. at higher energy levels. there is
another region where they are allowed. and then another
gap where they are not allowed, and another allowed
region, and another gap where they are not allowed. etc.
Thus. you find that the energy domain between two gaps
become bands-bands of energy where the electrons are
allowed to be and bands where they are not allowed to be
(allowed 5t!lt!'s and forbidden st.ates. allowed states and
forbidden states. etc.). We find an energy band scheme
wbere the electrons can travel in a kind of wave-number
space or frequency space but not at energies lying within
the gaps (see Fig. 14). Now. that's not quite true
because. in certain materials, these allowed states
overlap and then there is great conductivity. In certain
other materials, they don't overlap and then you bave
poor conductivity. But even in these later materials, in
some crystaUographic directions, the bands do overlap.
wbereas in others they do not-so it is very complex. I
also want to make the point that when you go from one
energy band to a higber one, the mobility is even greater.
An electron can bave different characteristics depending
upon which band it is in. What I would like to be
remembered as we go forward is: (1) there can be many
energy bands in the crystal lattice wherein electrical

-3,,/.

-I,,/d

energy (electrons) can function; (2) the electron's
mobility increases as we go to bigher bands; and (3) the
electron is represented by a wave in this lattice. With
these ideas in hand, let us now continue with the third
level of modeling.

TbIrd Level of ModeUaa (coaClaaed)

AC<:Ording to the model. space is a siz-dimensional
lattice. Right now we will discuss only its three·dimen·
sional aspects. My iatuitiuu sUlgeib that our space is a
bexagonal close-packed lattice. In other words. the nodal
points are arranged in a hexagon-type pattern like that
illustrated ia Fig. 15. Each parallel plane of nodal poiats
is an identical hexagonal pattern but the origia of
alternate planes is shifted laterally so that one of their
nodal poiats lies above the center of the hexagoDs below.
This is what I think direct space actually looks like. It bas
that kind of structure with special DodaI points rather
than atoms at the corners. Euctly wbat are the nodal
points is a mystery at this time. One interesting thing
about the bexagonal close·packed lattice is that its
reciprocal lattice is also a bexagonal close-packed lattice;
i.e•• it is just like the origiaallattice but with different
unit spacing and rotated through 90 degrees. Ifwe look
at just one plane of this dual lattice structure, we would
expect to see somethiag like that illustrated in Fig. 16.

o

Ie

figure 13-Plot of eaefIY, E, venas wave II1UIlbel', k, for a small perlodle poteatial.
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Within this nodal point model. there are three
sublattices. The mind sublattice is the finest. Next is the
negative space/time sublattice which is the reciprocal of
the mind sublattice; therefore. it is rotated by 90
degrees. Therefore. within this model. we can think of
the ..mallest unit as the mind sublattice and the negative
space/time sublattice would then be the next larger one
which is rotated by 90 degrees. The third, or largest, unit
would be the positive space/time sublattice which would
be again rotated another 90 degrees giving it the same
orientation as the mind sublattice. The difference
between these two levels would be in the size of the grid
(s~e Fig. 1i). I think of the grid tor the positive space/
time frame as being on the order ofone-one-hundred
thousandth of a centimeter ( -10-5 centimeters); that for
the negative space/time sublattice is down ten orders of
magnitude. so it is _10- 15 centimeters; and that for the
mind sublattice is down another ten orders of magnitude.
to -IO-25 centimeters. Thus. in one centimeter length.
the number of nodes in the mind sublattice would be a
one followed by 25 zeroes. It is a very fine structure. It
almost gets down to the size scale of one of Wheeler's
wormholes in space. which is the fundamental unit of
space and is _10-33 centimeters (IS).

Figure 17-Hexagonal lattJce rep.......tIaa (a) mind 1Ub
lattll'e tii smallest hexagon, (hI ....adve space time ..b·
lattice as nen IlII'Iest hexagon rotated by 9O~,
and eel positive space time ..blattJce -laraest beugOD
In same orientation as the mind sablattJce.
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One of the interesting things about this model is
that. since these are reciprocal lattices of each other,
when waves that are traveling in the mind sublattice are
diffracted from that level. they pass through the nodal
points of the negative space/time sublattice. Likewise.
when waves that are traveling in the negative space/time
sublattice are diffracted. they pass through the nodal
points of the positive space/time sublattice, so there is a
connectivity and an integration between these three
levels.

At the three-dimensional level we think primarily in
terms of electrical and magnetic energies. I personally
think that there are many. many different kinds of
energies functioning in this type of a spatial lattice.
These energies, as mentioned earlier. function much like
the electrons in a crystal lattice in that they form into
energy bands. Thus, we can have many energy bands for
each type of energy in each ofthese sublattices. That
begins to make me think that maybe we have here the
basis for consciousness. perhaps an explanation of the
difference in consciousness between a rock. a virus. a
bacterium, a cell, a plant, an animal and a human. The
consciousness of a mineral is proposed to be related to
the correlation. at a three·dimensional level. of the wave
functions for the various energies flowing in this
three-dimensional lattice. which is the positive
space/time lattice (the energies involved here would be
electrical, magnetic and gravitational energies). On the
other hand. when we consider something like a virus. we
should talk in terms of correlation ofenergy patterns in a
three- and in a four·dimensionallattice and with several
energy bands. As we move to a plant, we get increased
correlations in the higher-dimensional lattices. For
humans. we get still more energy field correlations at the
fourth and fifth-dimensionallevels. When we talk of a
correlation of these energy packets, we mean that these
energy patterns are doing a divine dance synergistically
with each other; i.e., they're coupled together in an
integrated system. It 5eetDS to me that we then have
many different energy types, in many different energy
bands, functioning in three-dimensional, four·dimen·
sional. five-dimensional. and m-dimensional space, all
interacting in a synergistically.phased way; i.e., in a
partially coherent fashion. I postulate that the higher
one's level of conscionsnes5, the more there are of these
energy band correlations and the higher the
dimensionality of their functioning. That is, a person who
is very enlightened, compared with one who is not so
enlightened. has, I think, many, many more energy
bands at the mental level correlating and working
synergistically with the energy fields of the energy bands
functioning at the lower levels ofthe individual. This
framework contains the possibility for rationalizing
different levels of consciousness.
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One of the important points of this model is that we caD
get diffraction of waves from one sublattice ud the
affected energy beams will then pass throulb the nodal
poiDts of another sublattice. Let us defiDe the character
of these nodal points to be such that. wben the cmergy
intensity impinging on them is high enough, they caD
convert the energy into waves, enerJY packets of their
own sublattice: i.e•• there caD be u cmergy conversion
from a type suitable to one frame to that suitable to
uother. I propose that this is bow energy is traDsferred
from the miDd sublattice to the nelative space/time
sublattice and then to the positive space/time sublattice.
Up to this point, we have considered a very perfect
lattice but. actuaJly, there should be a variety of
imperfections. When we have mass localization, we
must expect a curvature of the lattice. When we bave
energy fields. we must also expect distortions ofthe
lattice. Thus. a heterogeneous distribution 01 energy
intensity and mass wiD lead to a heteropneous
distribution of lattice distortions. Because of these kiDds
of distortions and their variations that occur in time.
there must be a fluctuation of the nodal point locations.
These points will be moving around slightly in time so
that there will be times when there will be special
coincidences between a large set of them. Enefl)' beams
can come flashing through, transferring energy from one

...blattice to uotber ud vice versa. Thus. at different
times, the eDel'IY intensity twmeliDa throup a set of
DOdal points will very. This is the kiDd of thiDl that has
been talked about in the Seth material (7), so it seems our
model would also allow that to be possible.

What would the patterns look lite if we were to perceive
them sensorily in these different dimensions? What
would they look like in the positive space/time frame. the
Deptive space/time frame, ud the mind frame?
BasicaUy, we expect a Fourier transform relationship,
one to the other to occur. StartiDl with our original
1trUcture, as we 10 across ODe sublattice bo!.lndary to
aaotber level, we let the reciprocal of the origiDal
struc:ture, which means that our spatial pattem would
become a frequency pattem. A,aiD, as we cross the next
sublattice bouDdary, it would once more be a direct space
pattem but it would be inverse in shape to the original
pattem. PiP"' 18 illustrates how this worts if we're
Iookin, at pattern correlation between just the first three
levels-the mind level, the negative space/time frame.
and the positive space/time frame. Between the sub.
lattice level aut! the appropriate substance level, an
additional Fourier transform relationship is thought to

en'rt.
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To understand bow these levels illteract, remember
that etheric substance is made up of waves of mapenc
energy traveling in a lattice and formiDg correlations,
atoms and molecules. It functions in the negative
space/time frame and iDteracts with the lattice on that
level just as electrons interact with a c:rystaIlattice in
positive space/time. The interactions between the
substance and the nodal points depend upon deltrons.
The greater the de1tl'On illtensity, the stronger are the
iDteractions between the etberic substance and the
Degative space/time lattice. Likewise, at the physical
level, the pbysical substance iDteracts with the nodal
network of the positive space/time frame and it does this
also through the aaency of me deitl'Ons. The more
deltroDs there are, the more coupling we caD aet with the
lattice. This iDteraction between lattice and substance is
where all the energy effects occur. What we see with our
eyes is the observation of the movement of substance
which is just the shadow world. This 1attice-nodal point
coupling is the means wbereby the shadow world
becomes activated. If a person needs to be healed, what
we do, I think, is to pump deltrons illto bim so be can
couple better with the basic energy lattices where all the
primary action is.
Figure 18 shows us what happens to a basic
shape-we'll use a triangle-as it is transferred from one
level to the next. At the milld level the basic pattern
would be in frequency space, which means it is
distributed everywbere througbout direct space. It's just
a pattero in frequency-not in what we thinlt of as
distance. Its Fourier transform, which is what we would
observe at the next level, would be a spatial pattern of an
inverted triangle. Crossing one more boundary into the
positive space/time frame .. the pattero would again
become a frequency pattern but just the inverse of the
original one. Now, comillg to the pbysicallevel, again
there's a Fourier transform relationship giviDg us a
pattern that is now an erect triangle in direct space. The
etheric level pattern would also be a frequency pattern
which is illverse to the original one.
As another illustration of how this worts, suppose I
have on the mental level, for example, an elongating
straight line ill this frequency space; i.e., something that
can be represented by a line of frequency. What that
would cause on the next level is an expandiDg disc of
energy packets in direct space. That, in tum, would
cause in the positive time/space frame the motion of a
line in the reverse direction from the original, but, like
the original, this would be a frequency pattern. This
would cause a more muted (it is less intense because of
the de1tron coupling) direct space pattern of a disc to
actually appear on the physical level. I am trying to
indicate this shape aspect because this is what our
physic:al senses perceive.
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Let us move ahead now and we'll come back to this
aspect later because it might make more sense then.
Figure 19 is the pattern, as I see it. of what is really
happening within the universe. I think it is related to how
laser holography works. That is, if you sbiDe a coherent
beam off an object and reflect that beam to a film and you
also directly WumiDate the film with the original
reference beam. the fUm stores information about the
object in the phase difference between the two beams
stored on the film. Later. you can take this developed
plate of film and set it up and shiDe the originalla.~
beam through it and the original pattern of the object will
be restored. You caD look at the film and ac:tuaJJy see the
object pattern projected into space ill the location where
the object was originally located relative to the film.
Re1atiDg this to my modeling, I think that this
primary beam comes from the Divine level of Self. It
impinges upon the frequency patterns that we have built
at the Mind level of the universe and it projects them
onto a screeo-really onto two screens, the negative
space/time frame and. the positive space/time frame. So
the information about what we are collectively doing ill
the universe at the Mind level is stored on these two
arids-the positive space/time arid and the negative
space/time arid-ill the form of holograms. Substance
iDteracts with these arids via deltron coupling: pbysical
substance illteracts with the positive space/time grid and
conforms to the potentials written there and etheric
18bstance iDterac:t5 with the negative space/time grid
and conforms to the potentials written there. Thus, when
we do thillp at the physical level, we're doing them at
this level because our substance is trying to conform with
the changing pattern stored in the positive and negative
space/time arids.
Because things happen so much faster in the
negative space/time frame. we conform at that level (the
etheric level) before we conform at the pbysicallevel.
The physical is just a shadow; we're like puppets danciDg
around at this level. Now, generally, we observe pbysical
18bstaDce with our physical eyesight. But in our frontal
lobes, our cortex, we have the capacity to observe the
pattern at the negative space/time level. Some people
appear to be able to do that already; i.e •• iDstead of
seeing things oDl~ on the physical level, they can see
them in the negative space/time frame, but because
things happen faster there, they can see them there
much earlier than they could see them at the physical
level of sensory e%perieDce. Also, the more evolved. they
become, the more developed is this third-eye kind of
seosiDg. They are really pictiDg off those patterns and
they are more directly reading what is happeDiDg iDstan
taDeousIy in the frame of the universe. They are not

waiting for things to conform at the physical level. This
translation into the physical depends, as indicated
earlier, upon the interactions with deltrons.
The deltron theory is quite important, as has been
indicated by the Carlton esperiments (2). If one is
observing magnetoelectric radiation directly. all
frequencies should have an index of refraction ofJess
than unity. However. something else was apparent in the
demagnitication esperiments (2). Sometimes there was a
slight magnification instead of just demagnification. The
deltroD concept is related to this because the energy

beam at the negative space/time level really is coupling
with the deltrons. It is kicking them and activating them
and those deltrons in tum can activate physical
substance. Some ofthem go faster than light and they
would have indexes of refraction of less thaD unity, aDd
some go slower than light and would have indexes of
refraction greater than unity. These esperiments showed
some energy effects in that region where the index of
refractioD is lower than one and a slight energy effect in
the region where the index is greater than one.

1Ipre19
(From "Applications of Laser Light" by Donald R. Herriott.
Copyright ® 1968 by Scientific American. IDc.
All rights reserved.)
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Let me now just indicate some of the consequences
of this model. First, there is this business of the shadow
world in which we function where events are basically
things of appearance and form rather than items of
absolute. We still have a way to go before we get to the
ultimate reality which is at the level of spirit, and we're
still dealing with just the mechanism of experience at the
physical level.

Other Es:Iateaees

tion of our consciousness. If this requirement is met,
whenever we were in this cell we would think we had
always been here, and whenever we were in any of the
other cells we would think we bad always been there. It's
all allowed within the model! It's quite similar to our
experience with looking at incandescent lights. We tend
to think they're on all the time, but they're not-they go
on and off 60 times per second and it's just that our eyes
don't respond fast enough to see the flicker. Thus, in this
picture, all that is required is that our transition between
the different cells (simulators) be too rapid for us to reg
isterour absence from any of them.

One other tI-..mg that we should be aware of is that there
is a frequency world made up of frequency patterns. We
aenerally think of this as a physical world and we think of

ourselves, basically, as beings at this level. We bave
certain perceptions at this level in terms of direct space
and we see outlines of things because of contrast of form.
WeD, one can build an equally viable universe of this
nature where the outer envelope of the Beings is
frequency and where they see form because of contrast in
frequency rather than distance. It may be hard to
understand but it seems a perfectly valid possibility. In
Stewart Edward White's Unobstructed Universe (16),
one of the things that Betty, his wife, kept saying from
the other side is that over there frequency is the closest
analogue to what we bave as space. Well, this kind of
modeling allows for just that sort of thing and makes it
integral with everything else.
Something else we should be aware of is that when
we talt about a six-dimensional Euclidean space, it
contains several five-dimensional Euclidean spaces
which contain many more four-dimensional Euclidean
spaces, and these contain still more three-dimensional
Euclidean spaces. ADd so, if we have three-dimel1Sional
forms, we can imagine that our primary Being, at a
six-dimensionallevel, can have interface effectiveness
with a multitude ofthree-dimensionaJ spaces. We can,
therefore, imagine the possibility of building simulators
that function simultaneously in many of these three
dimensional spaces. These different three-dimensional
simulators can then be seen as many simUltaneous cells
or bodies that are connected energy-wise with a higher
Being-the higher aspects of Self at the six-dimensional
level. Again, there is a correspondence, a consistency
between this model and some of the Seth material (7).
This picture also fits within the present modeling frame.
h is allowed within the model. We do not say it is
explained by the model or fitted by the model but, at
least, the model is rich enough to include the possibility
that we can have, basicaIJy, alternate cells or bodies that
are energy-connected.
In the past, we have talted about reincarnation and
have talked about other lifetimes as sort of sequential
events. Well, the alternate possibility-that past,
present and future coexist but at different dimensions of
the universe-means that we can have alternate cells
functioning in different-dimensions of the universe. In
fact, since each of us is a multiplexed element, we can be
coexisting, living, in many other cells (bodies) and
oscillating bact and forth between them. All it requires is
that the time of transit from this level of consciousness to
another and back again be less than the time of relaxa
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I think we can also see, from this kind of modeling, wbat
is meant by the statement made a long time ago that the
brain is in the mind but the mind is not all in the braiD.
This kind of modeling proposes that the mind is every
wbere (frequency rather than distance localized) and in
everything to some degree or other depending upon the
dimel1Sionaiity of the interaction. The brain is a spatially
localized individuaIized thing that overlaps certain
aspects of the mind. There is only a small domain of
direct coordinate space within the brain. So bow does the
brain function when we do things like remote viewing?
This can be explained if. at the same time our col1Scious
!less is on certain position coordinates within the brain, it
is also in interactive communication and establisbing a
one-to-one matchup-let's say, at the negative
space/time level-with something maybe 10, ISor 20
thousand miles away in a specific orientation. If one has
developed the tecbnique for picking information patterns
off those Mind nodal points or from the etherlc substance
that are in our brain space, then one should perceive
objects way out there in distant space. This is the basis, I
think, for remote viewing (8). It appears that. basically,
everybody has this capacity and I think the reason it can
be done is because of this mapping. h is just a grid
correlation between frequency information and distance
information. It is not unreasonable, because of the
Fourier transform relationship. Weare now presently
trying to work up the mathematics of how this might take
place.

A..... for AMIaIo&YI
From the present model, we can also begin to see,
perhaps. a basis for astrology and why it isn'tJust bunt.
That is, the model says that although beavenly bodies
which have density and energy fields are outside of us at
a distance level (the physical level), at the etheric level
they are in interactive communication with coordinates in
our braiD (at a frequency level). As they move across the
physical heaveI1S. they are also moving through the
space of mind and changing the diffraction patterns that
are iDfluencing the nodal points and. thus. the energy
couplings in certain portions of our brain. Now. we know
from neuropsychiatric wort that if we put small electrical
currents in certain specific places in the brain, we can
change behavior patterns. so it seems only iogical that

the stars and planets. by influencing the brain's
coordinate points, may also affect our behavior. Thus,
astrology begins to seem less and less like nonsense and
starts mating more and more sense. Once again. the
present model is rich enough to allow for this possibility.
The present details of the model allow us to ration
alize many phenomena using our general format of a
six-dimensional lattice. Alternate approaches for the
sublattice relationship are also being considered to see if
they provide a better basis for explanation.
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